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ABSTRACT

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) cracks in rails are among the most detrimental railway track defects regarding reliability and cost. The cracks typically grow in shear mode up to a certain length at which they might arrest or kink into a more tensile-driven growth. This growth scheme appears as a result of non-proportional loading, large plastic deformations at the rail surface and primary compression with crack-face friction. In contrast, most existing crack growth criteria in the literature feature quantities that are susceptible to the limitations of small-scale yielding, e.g. Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs), tensile-mode growth and unloaded crack-faces. Consequently, the range of validity of the existing criteria may be questioned in the non-linear crack growth setting of RCF.

In a study of the role of inelastic deformation on the crack loading, elastic–plastic simulations are carried out in pre-cracked tubular specimens subjected to mixed-mode cyclic loading. The crack loading is quantified via the Crack-Tip Displacements (CTDs) in modes I and II. Shakedown and ratcheting effects in the ranges of the CTDs are compared to trends of crack growth curves from experiments in the literature. It is concluded that the ranges of the CTDs can be used for qualitative crack growth assessment in the examined load cases. In addition, a gradient-enhanced mixed variational formulation is developed for overcoming the numerical difficulties associated with the computation of Configurational Forces (CFs) for inelasticity. The mesh sensitivity of the CFs acting on an embedded discrete singularity is investigated. Results highlight that the proposed formulation provides sufficient regularity for the computation of CFs, which may then be used in the formulation of criteria for RCF crack propagation.

Predictions of the multi-axial fatigue crack path are performed based on instantaneous crack growth direction criteria. To this end, a generic model for load cycle evaluation is proposed and implemented on criteria based on CFs and CTDs. The predicted directions are compared towards mixed-mode fatigue crack growth experiments from the literature. Of the evaluated criteria, the ones based on CFs and CTDs accurately predict the tensile-mode growth. Classical SIF-based criteria seem to handle tensile-mode growth under moderate shear-mode loading. Moreover, the criterion based on CTDs captures the shear-mode growth and the tensile-mode growth as well as the transition between them. The latter growth schemes essentially resemble the RCF crack growth.

In an investigation of the influence of various railway operational parameters on predicted RCF crack growth directions, the coefficient of friction at the wheel–rail interface was found the most influential as compared to the wheel tonnage and crack-face friction. The latter had no effect on predicted directions, due to crack-tip opening at the instances of maximum shear CTDs.
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Part I
Extended Summary

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation for research and background

Among railway track surface defects, head checks are considered one of the most detrimental in terms of reliability and cost. These are small, parallel cracks, inclined to the running direction, that appear at the gauge corner of the high rail in curves, see Fig 1.1. Head checks are rolling contact fatigue (RCF) phenomena. RCF cracks stem from internal or surface defects in the rail material that tend to propagate under the action of the (frictional) rolling contact due to the passage of wheels. The severity of the load situation may be better viewed considering that the wheel–rail contact patch is similar in size to that of a small coin, see Marshall et al. [6]. The maximum static axle load which is carried on two such surfaces is to-date as high as 30 t, with extreme cases up to and above 42 t, see Girsch et al. [7].

Figure 1.1: RCF cracks and spalls near the gauge corner of a rail.

Regarding growth of head checks with time, there are two prominent scenarios: After an initial stage of growth in a shallow inclination from the rail surface, the RCF cracks grow upwards causing spalling of the railway material. Alternatively, they grow downwards, transversely towards the longitudinal axis of the rail, finally resulting in complete failure of the rail. Both scenarios induce reliability issues to the railway operation. They also lead to environmental effects and high maintenance costs, see Magel [8]. To prevent and mitigate these issues, the need for accurate prediction of the direction and the rate of...
RCF crack propagation is vital.

Surface crack growth of the kind that appears in rails is a complex phenomenon which is neither fully understood nor captured by the predictive criteria that are currently available in the literature. Rolling contact conditions typically result in non-proportional load cycles. Furthermore, the passage of the wheel–rail contact patch over the RCF cracks induces primary compression to the crack-faces. This magnifies the effect of crack-face friction on crack growth. The fatigue situation is further complicated by the (large) plastic deformations at the surface of the rails and the near-tip regions of the RCF cracks. These factors of complexity are dealt with in the current thesis, but it is, by far, a non-exhaustive list. Other factors that contribute to a convoluted RCF situation are the anisotropy of the severely deformed contact surfaces of the rails and wheels (Larijani et al. [9]), the wear of wheel and rail materials which acts in competition to the rate of RCF crack growth (Brouzoulis [10]) and the effect of lubrication that may penetrate the RCF cracks (Bower [11]).

In contrast to the high demands set on fatigue crack growth criteria by the RCF crack growth setting, the existing methods for prediction of the crack growth direction and rate of RCF cracks are susceptible to limitations. The crack loading in the majority of the existing RCF crack growth criteria is quantified using Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs). These are, in theory, limited to small-scale plasticity which contradicts with the gross plasticity present in RCF of rails and wheels, see Ringsberg [12]. In addition, the non-proportional rolling contact load cycles urge for an appropriate method to perform load cycle evaluation. This is most often performed in the literature by determination of the range of SIFs over the evaluated wheel passage. In the general crack growth setting though, it is not always clear how to define a load cycle. In addition, the entire range may not be fully applicable on the crack and definition of effective ranges of SIFs becomes a necessity, see Wong et al. [13].

In this regard, the thesis aims to contribute towards addressing some of the fundamental issues that criteria for RCF crack growth prediction need to handle. This includes, to contribute to the evaluation of existing, and derivation of alternative crack-driving force parameters, that are not bound to limitations pertinent to quantities such as the SIFs. The best performing existing and derived parameters may then be used in the formulation of crack propagation criteria. Furthermore, elaborating on the way to perform load cycle evaluation is another goal of the thesis. For this purpose, a generic model for load cycle evaluation is proposed. The proposed model and currently employed methods for load cycle evaluation are implemented here in a thorough investigation of mixed-mode crack growth direction criteria and comparison towards a multitude of experiments from the literature. Advances in RCF crack growth predictive methods are expected to contribute to optimization of the maintenance process of railway tracks in terms of more targeted inspection intervals, reduced disturbance of traffic for maintenance work and more efficient use of resources. This is achieved through avoiding premature replacement/removal of railway steel material, through grinding/turning, or through replacement.
1.2 Purpose and outline of the thesis

In Chapters 2 and 3, the two core issues that the thesis deals with are investigated; the derivation and identification of appropriate quantities for quantification of the mixed-mode crack loading for inelasticity are performed in Chapter 2. A state-of-the-art review of candidate quantities in the literature is performed in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, a remedy is proposed to overcome numerical difficulties associated with the computation of configurational forces for inelasticity (paper B [2]). In Section 2.3, the potential of crack-tip displacements as parameters for the qualitative assessment of crack growth is examined (paper A [1]). Conclusions from the study of quantities for measuring the crack loading are drawn in Section 2.4.

In Chapter 3, existing and new numerical procedures for crack path prediction in multi-axial fatigue are investigated. Conclusions from a survey of existing criteria for prediction of the multi-axial fatigue crack path are summarized in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, instantaneous mixed-mode crack growth direction criteria from the literature are briefly described and a framework for their evaluation is proposed (paper C [3]). Application of the framework is illustrated on simulations of tensile- and shear-mode fatigue crack growth experiments from the literature in Section 3.3 (papers C [3] and D [4]). The effect of various railway operational parameters on RCF crack growth direction predictions is overviewed in Section 3.4 (paper E [5]). Conclusions from the numerical procedures for multi-axial fatigue crack path prediction are outlined in Section 3.5.

A list of software that were used for the computations with special focus at an in-house finite element software is provided in Chapter 4. Summaries of the appended journal papers that contain the bulk of the material discussed in this thesis are provided in Chapter 5. Concluding remarks and future work stemming from the thesis are discussed in Chapter 6.
2 The effect of inelastic deformation on crack loading

2.1 State-of-the-art

Traditionally, crack loading is quantified by Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs). These are, at least in theory, susceptible to the limitations of: (a) small-scale yielding and (b) sufficiently long cracks compared to the material microstructure, see Dowling [14]. Thus, for short cracks embedded in severely deformed plastic layers (like incipient RCF cracks), SIFs are not suitable measures, see Ringsberg [12]. In the presence of large plastic deformations, a quantification using strain intensity factors improves the correlation with experimental crack growth rate curves, see Brown et al. [15].

Apart from the aforementioned limitations, fatigue crack growth evaluation is further complicated by the need to account for the evolution of the stress components during a load cycle. This is in the following termed “load cycle evaluation”. Commonly in the literature the load cycle evaluation is accomplished by employing the range of the measured quantity over the load cycle. In case of mixed-mode loaded cracks, a plethora of equivalent ranges of SIFs has been proposed. These are, essentially, non-linear functions of the ranges of SIFs in the fatigue modes that are present, see Tanaka [16]. A review of equivalent ranges of SIFs is performed in Rozumek and Macha [17]. The equivalent ranges of SIFs are often used in Paris-type models for crack propagation. In turn, the material parameters of the Paris-type models and the unknown coefficients and/or exponents in the expressions of the equivalent ranges of SIFs that give the best fit to crack growth rates from experiments are identified. In this context, effects such as crack-closure and friction are modeled by e.g. scaling the nominal ranges of SIFs by factors such as the crack-closure ratio, see e.g. Wong et al. [13].

Measures of the crack loading that are not influenced by limitations pertinent to the material response are the Crack-Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) and Crack-Tip Shear Displacement (CTSD), see e.g. Tschegg et al. [18]. For linear elastic bulk material response, the CTOD and CTSD become functions of the SIFs, see Li [19]. A complication with these measures is that there is no consensus on how far away from the crack-tip the displacements should be measured, especially under elastic–plastic conditions. Thus, the benefit of measuring the severity of the crack situation (in theory) at an infinitesimal distance from the crack-tip with the SIFs may be lost when using the CTOD and CTSD. Implementation of the ranges of CTOD and CTSD in a criterion for fatigue crack propagation is performed in Li [19]. A method to account for crack-closure effects on fatigue crack growth rate is proposed in Tschegg [20]. The method is based on extrapolation of the crack growth rate at a specified level of fatigue loading (measured in terms of the CTOD) to the theoretical rate at zero crack length, termed as “true” crack growth rate.

A scalar parameter frequently employed in fatigue analysis is the $J$-integral, see Rice [21]. In its classic form, the $J$-integral reflects the global energy release rate due to (virtual) unit crack advance in the crack-tip direction. The cyclic $J$-integral (also
known as the $\Delta J$-integral\(^1\) is used in Dowling and Begley [22] to describe fatigue crack growth accompanied by gross plasticity. In Tanaka [23], a physical interpretation of the $\Delta J$-integral is offered and its path-dependence is discussed for linear elastic and elastic–plastic material response. In overall, it may be argued that path-independence of the $\Delta J$-integral is limited to stabilized cyclic material response and more specifically to total deformation theory of plasticity, similarly to the classic $J$-integral, see Wüthrich [24]. For mixed-mode loaded cracks, it is possible to determine the SIFs in the modes that are present from decomposition of the $J$-integral into the pertinent modes, see e.g. Alfredsson and Olsson [25]. To account for non-proportional loading, elastic–plastic material response and crack-closure, an effective $\Delta J$-integral is proposed in Döring et al. [26]. The effective $\Delta J$-integral resulted in satisfying accuracy of predicted fatigue lives as compared to experiments. In Hoshide and Socie [27], it is postulated that the fatigue crack growth rate under mixed-mode conditions may be expressed as a linear combination of the rates in the modes that are present. In turn, the rates in pure modes I and II can be expressed in terms of the $\Delta J$-integral for a certain class of materials via the HRR crack-tip fields (Hutchinson [28]). Good correlations to fatigue crack growth rates from experiments in terms of the $\Delta J$-integral have been demonstrated among other sources in Dowling and Begley [22], Chen and Keer [29] and Hos and Vormwald [30].

The concept of configurational (or material) forces has also been employed in fracture and fatigue analyses. Configurational forces are fictitious forces related to the global energy release rate in a continuum that undergoes spatial and configurational motion, such as a crack advance, see Tillberg et al. [31]. In the linear elastic case, the $J$-integral is retrieved by projection of the configurational force onto the undeformed crack-tip direction. However, the configurational force is a vectorial quantity, and as such, carries more information than the scalar $J$-integral, see Steinmann [32]. The use of configurational forces therefore provides a rather generic framework to account for the energy release rate related to both the crack advance and material dissipation. The energy release rate computed from configurational forces retains path-independence in a similar way as the classic $J$-integral, see Näser et al. [33]. Despite the path-independence, the computed energy release rate exhibits pathological FE-mesh sensitivity in the inelastic regime\(^2\), see Tillberg et al. [31]. The sensitivity is attributed to discretization errors related to the differentiation of the steep plastic gradients in the near-tip region that emerges in the expression for the configurational force, see paper B [2].

The discussion in this section reiterated some of the issues related to the quantification of mixed-mode crack loading that are currently not fully addressed in the literature.

1. **The cyclic elastic–plastic material response imposes limitations on most quantities used to quantify the crack loading.**

The limits on the applicability of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) have led to the proposal and investigation of alternative quantities to measure the intensity of

\(^1\)The symbol “$\Delta$” should not be confused here with the range operator, i.e. $\Delta J \neq J_{\text{max}} - J_{\text{min}}$. It is used in the literature to denote the change of the $J$-integral during the load cycle from a reference “unloaded” state to the state of “maximum loading”.

\(^2\)As regards projection of the configurational force onto the transverse to the undeformed crack-tip direction, it is shown in Brouzoulis and Ekh [34] that the pertinent scalar quantity is path-dependent even in the (hyper-)elastic case.
the crack situation in the presence of inelastic deformations, such as the $J$-integral and the CTOD and CTSD. The pertinent quantities are typically categorized under the realm of Elastic–Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM). The mesh sensitivity of the energy release rates computed from configurational forces for inelasticity is investigated in Section 2.2 and paper B [2]. The appropriateness of the CTOD and CTSD as EPFM quantities to measure the crack loading is qualitatively examined in Section 2.3 and paper A [1].

2. There is no consensus on how to account for non-proportional loading in the quantification of mixed-mode crack loading.

The way to perform load cycle evaluation and the lack of a generally applicable quantity to quantify the mixed-mode fatigue crack growth still comprise open topics for investigation in the general inelastic fatigue crack growth setting, see Zerres and Vormwald [35]. Investigations of how to perform load cycle evaluations are discussed in Chapter 3 and papers C [3] and D [4].

2.2 Configurational forces based on a gradient-enhanced mixed formulation

In [31] and [33], it is shown that the computation of configurational forces for (local) inelasticity is sensitive to the chosen FE-mesh size in problems involving discrete singularities. Two of the reasons that have been identified as causes for this sensitivity are:

(a) The discretization error arising from nodal smoothing techniques in the computation of the spatial gradient of the internal variables in displacement-based variational formulations. In such formulations, values of the internal variables are known only at the integration points, thereby nodal smoothing is required during post-processing for the subsequent evaluation of the spatial gradient of the internal variables.

(b) The steep gradient fields in the vicinity of the crack-tip that cannot be adequately resolved by the derivatives of standard (polynomial) shape functions.

To this end, the primary aim in paper B [2] is to derive a crack-driving force parameter for inelasticity based on configurational forces that is computable with mesh-refinement. This is attempted by two synergistic measures:

(a) Gradient effects are taken into account in the constitutive setting, thus contributing in regularization of the steep gradients mentioned above.

(b) A mixed variational formulation is constructed in terms of the displacements and a gradient field, the latter being the stress measure which is energy-conjugated to the spatial gradient of the internal variables. This, provides a continuous approximation of the gradient field after numerical solution of the proposed mixed variational formulation. Thereby, no heuristic post-processing is required for the computation of the gradient field.
2.2.1 Spatial motion problem

The gradient-enhanced mixed variational formulation is for illustrative purposes derived here for perfect viscoplasticity of Bingham type. The model is enhanced by a gradient term, such that the free energy may be written as

\[ \psi(\epsilon, \epsilon^p, g) = \frac{1}{2} [\epsilon - \epsilon^p] : E^e : [\epsilon - \epsilon^p] + \frac{1}{2} H_g l_s^2 |g|^2, \tag{2.1} \]

where \( E^e \) is the elastic stiffness tensor, \( \epsilon(x, t) = [u \otimes \nabla]_{\text{sym}} \) is the engineering strain, \( \epsilon^p(x, t) \) is the plastic strain, \( H_g \) is the gradient hardening modulus and \( g(x, t) \equiv \epsilon^p \otimes \nabla \). Square brackets \([\cdot]\) denote operational dependence of the argument. The gradient term in Eq. (2.1) is scaled by an internal length, \( l_s \). The latter may be viewed as a regularization parameter, i.e. \( l_s = 0 \) corresponds to the classical local model. In addition, a (dual) dissipation potential \( \varphi^* \) in terms of the dissipative stress, \( \kappa^{di} \), is assumed. From Eq. (2.1), the following energetic variables are defined,

\[ \sigma \equiv \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \epsilon}, \quad \xi \equiv \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial g}. \tag{2.2} \]

In order to arrive to FE-equations whose linearization yields a symmetric stiffness matrix (see also Remark 3 in paper B [2]), we derive a semi-dual free energy that depends on \( \xi \) rather than on \( g \). This is accomplished by an appropriate Legendre transformation, which allows for stating the semi-dual free energy of the gradient-enhanced viscoplastic model as

\[ \varphi(\epsilon, \epsilon^p, \xi) = \frac{1}{2} [\epsilon - \epsilon^p] : E^e : [\epsilon - \epsilon^p] - \frac{1}{2} H_g l_s^2 |\xi|^2, \tag{2.3} \]

Thereby, the constitutive equation for \( g(\xi) \) is derived from Eq. (2.3),

\[ g(\xi) = -\frac{\partial \varphi}{\partial \xi}. \tag{2.4} \]

Taking Eq. (2.4) into account, the balance equations of the proposed mixed-dual format are obtained as: Find \( u(x), \xi(x), \epsilon^p(x) \) and \( \kappa^{di}(x) \) that satisfy

\[ -\sigma(\epsilon[u], \epsilon^p) \cdot \nabla = 0 \text{ in } \Omega \times \mathbb{R}^+, \tag{2.5} \]

\[ -\sigma(\epsilon[u], \epsilon^p) + \kappa^{di} - \xi \cdot \nabla = 0 \text{ in } \Omega \times \mathbb{R}^+, \tag{2.6} \]

\[ g[\epsilon^p] - g(\xi) = 0 \text{ in } \Omega \times \mathbb{R}^+, \tag{2.7} \]

\[ \dot{\epsilon}^p - \frac{\partial \varphi^*}{\partial \kappa^{di}}(\kappa^{di}) = 0 \text{ in } \Omega \times \mathbb{R}^+, \tag{2.8} \]

as well as the boundary conditions (see Fig. 2.1),

\[ u = u_p \text{ on } \partial \Omega_u, \quad t = t_p \text{ on } \partial \Omega_t, \tag{2.9} \]

\[ p = p_p \text{ on } \partial \Omega_p, \quad \epsilon^p = \epsilon^p_0 \text{ on } \partial \Omega_k. \tag{2.10} \]
Equation (2.5) is the standard equilibrium under quasi-static conditions (in the absence of volume forces), while Eq. (2.6) is termed the “micro-force” balance equation in e.g. [36]. Coupling between all the primary fields becomes evident from the latter equation. Furthermore, the standard Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on $u$ and $t$ are set in Eq. (2.9). In Eq. (2.10), the rather non-standard boundary conditions appear on micro-traction, $p = \xi \cdot n$, and $e^p$. In paper B [2], the “extreme” choices of “free” ($p = 0$) and “hard” ($e^p = 0$) boundary conditions are considered.

![Figure 2.1: Body occupying the domain $\Omega$, surface tractions $t_p$, micro-traction $p_p$ and normal $n$. Dual partitioning of the boundary is introduced as $\partial \Omega = \partial \Omega_u \cup \partial \Omega_t = \partial \Omega_p \cup \partial \Omega_k$.](image)

Applying the principle of virtual work and Green-Gauss theorem (where appropriate), the mixed-dual variational format is obtained. For clarity, this is written below in terms of global and local sets of equations. The global equations are stated in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). As for the variational form of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8), no gradient of the pertinent test functions appears in the variational format, thereby these equations can be satisfied in a strong sense. In addition, elimination of $\kappa^{di}$ from the latter equations results in residual equation (2.13). All the fields appearing in the global/local structure, Eqs. (2.11)–(2.13), pertain to time-discrete fields, after application of the Backward-Euler time integration rule in the time interval, $(t_n, t_{n+1}]$.

**Global:** Find $u(x)$ and $\xi(x)$, such that:

$$R_u(u, \xi; \delta u) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \int_\Omega \sigma(\epsilon[u], e^p(\epsilon[u], \chi[\xi])) : \epsilon[\delta u] \, d\Omega - l^{(u)}(\delta u) = 0, \quad (2.11)$$

$$R_\xi(u, \xi; \delta \xi) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \int_\Omega \left[-e^p(\epsilon[u], \chi[\xi]) : \chi[\delta \xi] - g(\xi) \cdot \delta \xi \right] \, d\Omega - l^{(\xi)}(\delta \xi) = 0, \quad (2.12)$$

for suitable test functions $\delta u$ and $\delta \xi$, where $\chi[\xi] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \xi \cdot \nabla$ and, $l^{(u)}(\delta u)$ and $l^{(\xi)}(\delta \xi)$ are defined in Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). Curly brackets $\{ \}$ denote implicit dependence of the argument.
Local: Find $\epsilon^p(l, x, \xi, \epsilon^p)$ such that:

$$R_L(u, \xi, \epsilon^p) \equiv \epsilon^p - \Delta t \frac{\partial \phi^*}{\partial \kappa^{\text{pl}}} (\sigma(\epsilon[u], \epsilon^p) + \chi[\xi]) - \eta^p = 0,$$

for known values of $u(x)$ and $\xi(x)$ (or else, of $\epsilon[u]$ and $\chi[\xi]$) at the integration points.

The boundary terms, $l^{(u)}(\delta u)$ and $l^{(\xi)}(\delta \xi)$, in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) read

$$l^{(u)}(\delta u) = \int_{\partial \Omega} t_p \cdot \delta u \, d\Gamma,$$

$$l^{(\xi)}(\delta \xi) = -\int_{\partial \Omega_k} \epsilon^p : \! p[\delta \xi] \, d\Gamma.$$

The appropriate boundary conditions that need to be prescribed become apparent from the structure of the linear forms in Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). Discretization of the global system in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) leads to the finite element (global) equations. The FE-equations are solved together with local equation (2.13) via a nested iterations strategy which is described in detail in paper B [2].

2.2.2 Configurational motion problem

The thermodynamically consistent definition of the crack-driving force based on configurational forces derived in [31] is adopted here. More specifically, the total configurational force, $G$, is split into a configurational, $G^{\text{CONF}}$, and a material dissipation part, $G^{\text{MAT}}$. These forces in a small strain setting for a local constitutive theory read

$$G^{\text{CONF}} = \int_{\Omega} - (\nabla W) \cdot \Sigma \, d\Omega,$$

$$G^{\text{MAT}} = \int_{\Omega} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \epsilon^p} : \! [\epsilon^p \otimes \nabla] W \, d\Omega,$$

where $\Sigma \equiv \psi I - H^T \cdot \sigma$ is the Eshelby energy momentum tensor, $H(x, t) = u \otimes \nabla$, and $W$ is a sufficiently smooth function that scales the configurational motion.

As regards gradient-enhanced constitutive theory adopted here, the expression for $G^{\text{CONF}}$ remains the same as in Eq. (2.16), whereas $G^{\text{MAT}}$ takes the form,

$$G^{\text{MAT}} = \int_{\Omega} \left[ - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial \epsilon^p} : [\epsilon^p \otimes \nabla] - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial g} : [g \otimes \nabla] \right] W \, d\Omega,$$

where the last equality follows from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), and the definition of $g[\epsilon^p]$. An advantage of the proposed mixed-dual variational formulation is clearly viewed from Eq. (2.18), where all the necessary quantities for the computation of $G^{\text{MAT}}$ are known already from the solution of the primary problem (Eqs. (2.11)–(2.13)). This is contrasted to the relevant expression for local theory Eq. (2.17). There, proper nodal smoothing of $\epsilon^p$ from known values at the integration points is required at the post-processing.
The response of the proposed gradient-enhanced mixed-dual formulation as \( l_s \to 0 \) is of interest and it is compared here to local theory \((l_s = 0)\) based on a displacement-based variational formulation. For the latter formulation, perfect viscoplastic material of Bingham type is used, with the free energy, \( \psi = \psi^{\text{loc}}(\epsilon, \epsilon^p) \), where \( \psi^{\text{loc}} \) corresponds to the first term at the right-hand side of Eq. (2.3). Application of the gradient-enhanced mixed-dual formulation is demonstrated below for the case of a discrete singularity.

### 2.2.3 Application of the gradient-enhanced mixed formulation

The problem of the single edge-cracked specimen is considered here. Vertical displacement, \( u_2 \), of the upper boundary of the specimen while keeping the bottom boundary fixed is the primary problem solved for, see Fig. 2.2a. To complete the statement of boundary conditions, the effects of “hard”, \( \epsilon^p = \mathbf{0} \), or, “free”, \( \mathbf{p} = \mathbf{0} \), boundary conditions along the boundaries are investigated. The chosen values of all the material parameters entering the gradient-enhanced constitutive model were typical for steel and are given in paper B [2]. As mentioned in the end of the previous section, several values of \( l_s \) are investigated in this example, with the response at the limit, \( l_s \to 0 \), being of primary importance.

![Figure 2.2: Description of the primary problem and configurational motion.](image)

The considered configurational motion is virtual unit crack advance in the tangential to the crack-tip direction. The pertinent configurational motion is scaled by \( W \), whose distribution is depicted in Fig. 2.2b. As can be seen from Eqs. (2.16) and (2.18), computation of the configurational force is based on resolved fields from the solution of the primary problem stated above. In what follows, the mesh sensitivity of the energy release rates from the aforementioned configurational motion is examined. In fracture mechanics, projection of the configurational force onto the direction tangential to the crack-tip corresponds to the energy release rate due to virtual unit crack advance in this direction and is here denoted \( G_\parallel \). In case of linear elasticity, this projection corresponds...
to the $J$-integral.

The computed energy release rates for varying values of $l_s$ and for “hard” boundary conditions, $\epsilon^p = 0$, are shown in Fig. 2.3. The model based on the proposed gradient-enhanced formulation results in computatable rates, $G_{\text{CONF}}^\parallel$ and $G_{\text{MAT}}^\parallel$, with mesh-refinement. The behaviour for local theory is seemingly not approached by the gradient-enhanced model for $l_s \to 0$, as depicted in Fig. 2.4a for “hard” boundary conditions. As similar behaviour was obtained for “free” boundary conditions (see paper B [2]). The rate of convergence of the relative error in $G_{\text{MAT}}^\parallel$ with respect to ratio, $l_s/h$, is depicted in Fig. 2.4b for “hard” boundary conditions. Quadratic or higher rates of convergence are observed and similar rates were obtained for “free” boundary conditions (see paper B [2]).

![Figure 2.3: Energy release rates at the last incremental loading step, obtained via local and gradient-enhanced constitutive theory. Case of “hard” boundary conditions, $\epsilon^p = 0$.](image)

### 2.3 The effect of mixed-mode loading on fatigue crack growth

#### 2.3.1 Mixed-mode fatigue crack growth experiments

Mixed-mode fatigue crack growth due to combined axial and torsional loading occurs frequently in engineering components, see e.g. Fonte and Freitas [37]. The cyclic loads may act both in- or out-of-phase. Combinations of static torsion on top of cyclic axial load or static axial load on top of cyclic torsion are also common. RCF cracks in rails and fatigue cracks in railway axles grow under non-proportional load cycles comprised of

---

3The value of $G_{\text{MAT}}^\parallel$ for local theory does not converge to a finite value for the employed mesh resolution. Thereby, it was not possible to decide whether the behaviour of the gradient-enhanced model approaches that for local theory as $l_s \to 0$. 
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axial and in- and out-of-plane shear crack loading. A survey of the effect of each of the aforementioned load combinations on fatigue crack growth (rates and fracture surfaces) was conducted in paper A \[1\]. The principal findings are summarized below.

1. **Static torsion reduces and static tension increases the fatigue crack growth rate.**

Experiments in the literature featuring circumferentially notched and pre-cracked solid bars subjected to a cyclic axial load on top of static torsion exhibit significantly reduced crack growth rates as compared to a pure cyclic axial load, see Fonte et al. \[38\], Freitas et al. \[39\] and Yang et al. \[40\]. Inclined ridges that form at the fracture surfaces and crack-closure phenomena due to a) interlocking of the ridged fracture surfaces, and b) increased plastic zone size in the vicinity of the crack-tip induced by the added static torsion, are the mechanisms presumed to govern the decrease in crack growth rates, see also Brown et al. \[15\].

As regards static tension on top of cyclic torsion, superimposition of a static axial load is expected to “open” the crack and suppress the crack-closure effects that accompany mode III crack growth. In turn, reducing the crack-closure is expected to lead to higher crack growth rates. This is verified in Brown et al. \[15\] and Tscheegg et al. \[18\]. However, increasing the static tension does not result in ever increasing fatigue crack growth rates. This is since extensive static axial load eventually leads to crack-tip blunting, which reduces crack growth rates and thereby acts in competition to the increasing crack growth rates due to the suppression of the mode III crack-closure phenomena. In contrast, no effect of static tension on fatigue crack growth rate was reported in Ritchie et al. \[41\]. According to Tscheegg and Stanzl \[42\], the discrepancy in the effect of static tension is attributed to the fact that the
rate in Ritchie et al. [41] was measured at a short crack length, which did not allow for the effect of crack-face friction to become significant.

2. **Cyclic torsion in-phase with cyclic axial load reduces fatigue life and increases crack growth rates compared to pure cyclic axial load.**

In fatigue crack growth experiments [43] on a solid notched bar made from R2M carbon steel, the action of cyclic torsion in-phase with cyclic tension led to a reduction in fatigue life and an increase in crack growth rates compared to pure cyclic tension.

3. **“Factory-roof” fracture surfaces may form in the presence of torsion.**

Inclined ridges to some 45° with respect to the crack plane (commonly referred to as “factory-roof” fracture surfaces) may form in the presence of cyclic or static torsion, see Brown et al. [15]. The ridges are indications of crack growth deviation to opening-mode growth perpendicular to the principal stress direction, see Hourlier and Pineau [44] and Zhizhong et al. [45]. Although factory-roof cracks relate to tensile-mode growth, experiments featuring cyclic torsion (possibly combined with static or cyclic axial loading) may result in shear-mode (mode III) growth. In Brown et al. [15], transition to shear-mode growth is also predicted by the maximum fatigue crack growth rate criterion, provided that LEFM can be used, despite the large plastic zone sizes caused by the cyclic torsion.

### 2.3.2 Modeling

**Numerical model description**

In paper A [1], the influence of (static and/or cyclic) torsional load combined with axial load on elastic–plastic deformation of cracks is investigated. This effect is considered highly influential in RCF cracks in rails as well as in fatigue of railway axles, which operate under combined bending and torsion. For that purpose, an FE-model of a thin-walled tubular specimen with a centric hole is developed, in the commercial FE-code Abaqus [46], see Fig. 2.5. The tube is sufficiently long such that no boundary effects are imposed from the prescribed loads and the fixed boundary conditions at the right and left ends of the tube, respectively. The diameter of the centric hole is small compared to the outer diameter of the tube in order to effectively simulate an “infinite” plate under plane stress conditions, i.e. suppressing any 3D effects. Cracks of 1 mm length emanating from the centric hole in circumferential and 45° inclined directions are studied.

![Figure 2.5: Boundary conditions of the tubular specimen.](image-url)
A structured FE-mesh is used for discretization of the tubular specimen, which consists of second-order hexahedral elements with 3 degrees-of-freedom per node, see Fig. 2.6a. Full integration over the element volume is chosen. The mesh is graded towards the crack-tip such that the steep gradients are adequately resolved, see Fig. 2.6b.

(a) Hole and cracks region. (b) Crack-tip region.

Figure 2.6: Zoom-ins of the finite element discretization of the tubular specimen.

The chosen length of the cracks is on the limit of macroscopically short cracks. The validity of LEFM is thus questionable [47]. It is thereby considered that elastic–plastic deformations dictate the crack growth behaviour. In this regard, elastic–perfectly plastic as well as a constitutive model featuring combined isotropic and non-linear kinematic hardening are investigated and similar conclusions regarding the effect of inelastic deformation on crack loading are drawn. The chosen material for the simulations is low-carbon steel and the material parameters that are used as input to the elastic–perfectly plastic material model follow [48] and are shown in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus, $E$</td>
<td>185 [GPa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress, $\sigma_y$</td>
<td>365 [MPa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Material parameters.

Measured quantities, load cases and example results

The deformation in the simulations is quantified by relative (crack-tip) displacements, $\delta_I$ and $\delta_{II}$, of initially aligned node-pairs at the crack-faces, see Fig. 2.7a. The fatigue crack loading is measured by the range over the load cycle of the crack-tip displacement, $\Delta\delta$, in modes I and II, see Fig. 2.7b. The crack-tip displacements are measured at node-pair 5, some 25 [µm] away from the crack-tip.

The tube is subjected to combined stresses at the right end, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The respective load cases are described in Table 2.2.

The evolution of the ranges of elastic–plastic crack-tip displacements over the load cycles for the circumferential cracks is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Comparing the response for
Figure 2.7: Definitions of crack-tip displacements and range of crack-tip displacement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load case</th>
<th>Shear stress</th>
<th>Axial stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Alternating, $\sigma_a = \pm 144$ MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alternating, $\tau_a = \pm 144$ MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Static, $\tau = 144$ MPa</td>
<td>Alternating, $\sigma_a = \pm 144$ MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alternating, $\tau_a = \pm 144$ MPa</td>
<td>Static, $\sigma = 144$ MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Alternating, $\tau_a = \pm 144$ MPa</td>
<td>Alternating, $\sigma_a = \pm 144$ MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Employed load cases and applied stress magnitudes.

alternating axial load on top of static torsion (load case 3), with pure alternating axial load (load case 1), higher ranges of both $\delta_I$ and $\delta_{II}$ are found for the former case. However, pronounced progressive shakedown is observed for load case 3, while shakedown has occurred already at load cycle 1 in load case 1. The most detrimental (in terms of crack loading) is load case 5. The same conclusion holds also for inclined cracks configuration (see paper A [1]).

In addition, for the combined cyclic axial/static torsional load case in the literature, inclined ridges are found to form at the fracture surfaces (“factory-roof” shape), see [38] and [44]. The onset of this phenomenon is linked to a “kink” forming at the crack-tip. The pertinent deformation pattern is captured by FE-simulations, see e.g. Fig. 2.9a (paper A [1]) and [38] (cf. the crack blunting forming for the same load case in the models with inclined cracks, see Fig. 2.9b). Further discussions on all the load cases mentioned in Table 2.2 are found in paper A [1].
Figure 2.8: Range of elastic–plastic crack-tip displacements for node pair 5 (for circumferential cracks).

(a) Circumferential cracks.  
(b) Inclined cracks.

Figure 2.9: Crack deformation under combined static torsion/alternating axial load at maximum tensile applied stress.

2.4 Conclusions on the effect of elastoplastic deformations on crack loading

Basic pathologies regarding the most commonly employed crack-driving force parameters in the literature are identified in the review of Section 2.1. In addition, highlights from a survey on the effect of mixed-mode loading on fatigue crack growth are reiterated in Section 2.3.1. Below, a summary is provided of how the work in this thesis is positioned towards the aforementioned observations and pathologies:

1. Static torsion reduces and static tension increases the fatigue crack
growth rate.

In case of static torsion on top of cyclic axial load, the elastic–plastic simulations resulted in shakedown of the range of the crack-tip displacements, $\Delta \delta_I$ and $\Delta \delta_{II}$, over the load cycles. This was linked to the reduction in crack growth rates observed in the experiments for this load case, see e.g. [38] and [39]. Crack-closure and crack-face interference phenomena, intensified by torsion, were the primary causes identified in the literature for the crack growth rate reduction. The shakedown in the simulations is attributed to the kinking of the crack induced by the static torsion. Deviation of the crack growth direction is translated to a decrease in the crack-driving force available to propagate the inclined crack as compared to a straight crack subjected to a cyclic axial load perpendicular to the crack axis.

2. **Cyclic torsion in-phase with cyclic axial load reduces fatigue life and increases crack growth rates compared to pure cyclic axial load.**

Elastic–plastic simulations for cyclic torsion in-phase with cyclic axial load resulted in a ratcheting behaviour of $\Delta \delta_I$ and $\Delta \delta_{II}$. In addition, the largest magnitudes of $\Delta \delta_I$ and $\Delta \delta_{II}$ were obtained for this load case. This is consistent with results from experiments on solid notched steel bars in [43], where combined in-phase axial and torsional load leads to higher crack growth rates than pure cyclic axial load.

3. **“Factory-roof” fracture surfaces may form in the presence of torsion.**

Extensive crack-kinking was observed in the elastic–plastic simulations under static torsion on top of cyclic axial load. This was interpreted as the onset of the formation of inclined ridges as observed in experiments.

4. **The cyclic elastic–plastic material response imposes limitations on most of the quantities that are used to measure the crack loading.**

Other parameters than SIFs need to be considered in cases where elastic–plastic deformations govern the fatigue response. The quantities that arose in this study as candidates for measuring the fatigue crack loading are the ranges of the relative crack-tip displacements, $\delta_I$ and $\delta_{II}$. More specifically, it may be argued from Section 2.3.2 and paper A [1] that it is possible to qualitatively correlate trends in crack growth rates to the evolution of the ranges of crack-tip displacements.

The energy release rate, as determined from configurational forces for gradient-enhanced inelasticity, was also investigated as a candidate parameter for measuring the crack loading. More specifically, in Section 2.1 and paper B [2], it was shown that it is possible to overcome numerical difficulties associated with the computation of configurational forces for inelasticity in the presence of a discrete singularity (crack). This improvement comes at the cost of a larger primary problem to solve for, compared to standard local theory. That is because of the gradient field that is included as a primary variable in the FE-equations, which increases the total number of degrees-of-freedom (dof). Moreover, the energy release rate for virtual unit crack extension tangential to the crack-tip direction was found computable with mesh-refinement and, thereby, it may be used for crack growth simulations with virtual crack extension techniques. In addition, the configurational force derived in
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.18) may be used as a crack-driving force in the formulation of a criterion for crack propagation, see Section 3.2.
3 Criteria and methods for multi-axial fatigue crack path prediction

3.1 Survey of criteria for fatigue crack path prediction

Some of the most fundamental issues that were brought about by a survey of criteria for multi-axial fatigue crack path prediction in paper C [3] are reiterated in this section. More specifically, the following challenges are addressed within the existing theories for capturing the fatigue crack paths:

1. **Limited mixed-mode ratios can be handled by SIF-based criteria.**
   
   A plethora of studies in the literature highlights that tensile-mode SIF-based criteria such as the Maximum Tangential Stress (MTS, [49]) and Minimum Strain-Energy-Density (MSED, [50]) criteria are able to capture the tensile-mode growth satisfactorily under conditions of moderate shear-mode loading, see [51] and [52].

2. **Accounting for elastic–plastic deformations in relation to prediction of crack growth direction is not well-established.**
   
   SIFs are in theory limited to linear elastic bulk material response, whereas elastic–plastic deformations impose a large effect on the low-cycle fatigue behaviour. In this regard, criteria based on stress (or strain), energy and displacement measures have been proposed in the literature. An extension of the MTS criterion to elastoplasticity is proposed in [53], where the stress evaluation is performed on the basis of an elastic–plastic finite element analysis. In this approach, the preferred direction of growth may be determined from a more accurate stress state than the one determined by SIFs for linear elasticity. However, the SIFs represent the severity of the crack situation infinitesimally close to the crack-tip under elastic conditions, in contrast to the elastic–plastic stress evaluation. The Vector Crack-Tip Displacement (VCTD) criterion was proposed in [19] and is based on crack-tip displacements in opening- and shear-modes. Good predictions of the fatigue crack growth direction from experiments are reported in [19]. However, the criterion postulates a tensile crack growth mechanism, so it is not clear how well it performs for shear-mode driven fatigue crack growth, especially under non-proportional loading as in RCF. Criteria based on the energy release rate due to crack advance for inelasticity [31] as well as the extension of the classical $J$-integral to account for elastoplasticity [54] are most often used for capturing the instantaneous rather than the fatigue crack growth direction. The limitations of these quantities (regarding e.g. path-independence) and their cyclic counterparts are similar to the ones of the classic $J$-integral discussed in Section 2.1.

3. **Lack of a generally accepted criterion under non-proportional loading.**
   
   The main challenges imposed by non-proportional loading on fatigue crack path prediction are how to perform load cycle evaluation and the lack of a universally applicable crack-driving force parameter [35]. With various choices of crack-driving
force parameters, efforts in the literature are dedicated to establish the combined
effect on crack growth of the maximum value and range of the parameter over the
load cycle. In [53], the preferred direction of growth is sought between the directions
indicated by the maximizations of the tangential stress and the tangential stress
range. These both seem to affect the crack growth under non-proportional loading,
see [55] and [56]. The maximum crack growth rate criterion is often employed in
fatigue situations under non-proportional loading, since it incorporates the effects of
the maxima of both the SIFs and their ranges [55]. However, it is based on SIFs and
is, in theory, susceptible to the limitations of SIF-based criteria stated above. Major
problems in load cycle evaluation with the SIFs are also how to scale the influence
of $K_I$ as compared to that of $K_{II}$ and how to account for non-proportionality.

4. Lack of a universally applicable criterion for RCF crack growth.

Although fatigue cracks most often grow in tensile-mode, shear-mode growth is
another possible mechanism [57]. It is postulated in [58] that in the absence of
an apparent or dominating tensile-mode mechanism, the initial growth of surface
initiated cracks in rails must take place in shear-mode and that the direction of
growth follows the Maximum Shear Stress (MSS, [49]) direction. This claim is
also supported by numerical simulations of twin-disc experiments in [59] and [60].
However, once RCF cracks branch from shear- to tensile-mode, it is principally
impossible to predict the pertinent direction of growth by the MSS criterion, as
shown in Paper C [3]. Furthermore, experimental investigation of RCF crack growth
is traditionally complicated by the difficulty to reproduce shear-mode growth in
laboratory conditions [61]. Partly in view of this difficulty, the asperity point load
mechanism was proposed in [62]. It pertains to a tensile-mode mechanism of RCF
crack growth, in which cracks may initiate and propagate by the synergistic effect
of rolling contact loading and a surface asperity. In the same work, the crack path
is well-captured by tensile-mode criteria such as the MTS criterion. In overall, it
should be emphasized that fatigue crack growth under primary compression and
crack-face friction is a challenge yet to be tackled by a criterion for prediction of
the RCF crack growth.

3.2 Modeling

3.2.1 Instantaneous crack growth direction criteria

Criteria based on SIFs  For linear elasticity, the in-plane stress components in the
vicinity of the crack-tip with respect to the polar coordinate system of Fig. 3.1 are
expanded into a series with the first terms being,

\[
\sigma_{\vartheta\vartheta}(r, \vartheta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi r}} \cos \frac{\vartheta}{2} \left[ K_1 \cos^2 \frac{\vartheta}{2} - \frac{3}{2} K_{II} \sin \vartheta \right],
\]

\[
\tau_{r\vartheta}(r, \vartheta) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi r}} \frac{1}{2} \cos \frac{\vartheta}{2} \left[ K_1 \sin \vartheta + K_{II} (3 \cos \vartheta - 1) \right],
\]

(3.1)

(3.2)

where \( K_I \) and \( K_{II} \) are the SIFs in modes I and II, respectively. The MTS criterion is

![Figure 3.1: Stress components in the plane with respect to polar coordinate system \((r, \vartheta)\) \((\vartheta \in [-\pi, \pi) \) with respect to the \(x\)-axis).](image)

based on Eq. (3.1) and postulates that the instantaneous crack growth takes place in the radial direction, perpendicular to the maximum tangential stress. According to the MSS criterion, cracks grow in the direction of maximum shear stress, determined by Eq. (3.2).

In line with the MSED criterion, the direction which minimizes the so-called strain-energy density factor is the instantaneous crack growth direction. The strain-energy-density factor is expressed as

\[
S(\vartheta) = a_{11} K_1^2 + 2a_{12} K_1 K_{II} + a_{22} K_{II}^2.
\]

(3.3)

The coefficients in Eq. (3.3) are determined from

\[
a_{11} = \frac{1}{16\pi\mu} \left[ (1 + \cos \vartheta)(\kappa - \cos \vartheta) \right],
\]

(3.4)

\[
a_{12} = \frac{1}{16\pi\mu} \sin \vartheta \left[ 2 \cos \vartheta - (\kappa - 1) \right],
\]

(3.5)

\[
a_{22} = \frac{1}{16\pi\mu} \left[ (\kappa + 1)(1 - \cos \vartheta) + (1 + \cos \vartheta)(3 \cos \vartheta - 1) \right],
\]

(3.6)

where \( \kappa \) is \((3 - 4\nu)\) for plane strain and \((3 - \nu)/(1 + \nu)\) for plane stress, \( \mu \) is the shear modulus and \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ratio.

**Configurational force criterion.** The Configurational Force (CF) is here related to energetic changes associated with configurational changes in a continuum due to crack advance. Adopting the continuum mechanics setting in [63], the numerical counterpart of the configurational force at the crack-tip node is expressed as

\[
\mathcal{G}_a = -\int_{\Omega} \Sigma \cdot \nabla N_a \, d\Omega + \int_{\Omega} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial k} \ast \left( \sum_b k_b \otimes \nabla N_b \right) N_a \, d\Omega,
\]

(3.7)
where $\Sigma \overset{\text{def}}{=} \psi I - h^T \cdot \sigma$ is the Eshelby energy-momentum tensor, $N_a$ is the shape function associated with the crack-tip node, $k_b$ are the nodal values of the internal variables, $L$, at the patch of finite elements that contain the crack-tip node and $N_b$ are the shape functions associated with the nodes of that patch. The quantities defining $\Sigma$ are the volume-specific free energy, $\psi$, displacement gradient, $h = [u \otimes \nabla]$ and Cauchy stress, $\sigma$. Although, other possibilities exist, the instantaneous crack growth direction from configurational forces is determined here as the direction of $G_a$.

**VCTD criterion.** This criterion [19] postulates that crack growth takes place in the direction of the crack-tip displacement vector. The pertinent direction is determined as

$$\vartheta = \arcsin \frac{\delta_{II}}{\delta}$$

where $\delta_I$ and $\delta_{II}$ are defined in Section 2.3.2 and $\delta \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sqrt{\delta_I^2 + 2\delta_I|\delta_{II}| + 2\delta_{II}^2}$. A main advantage of the VCTD criterion is that it can be used irrespective of the chosen material response, since it is solely based on displacements (relate to the limitation of the SIF-based criteria to linear elastic bulk material response and the fact that CF criteria are defined only for thermodynamically consistent constitutive models).

The criteria outlined in this section may readily be used for determination of the instantaneous crack growth direction. In order to determine the fatigue crack growth direction and rate, load cycle evaluations with the criteria need to be performed. The models that are used in this thesis for load cycle evaluation are described in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

### 3.2.2 Prediction of fatigue crack growth with criteria based on stress intensity factors

The fatigue crack growth direction from the SIF-based criteria is determined here via a standard approach for load cycle evaluation in the literature. The approach is described for the MTSR criterion (“R” denotes the range) in Box 3.1. The preferred fatigue crack growth direction predicted by the MTSR criterion is the direction which maximizes the range of the generalized SIF [64], $K_\sigma$, over the evaluated load cycle. Load cycle evaluation for remaining SIF-based criteria is performed in a similar way with the difference that other SIF measures are optimized, depending on the criterion.

1. A sufficiently large set of potential crack growth directions, $\vartheta \in [-\pi, \pi)$, is considered.

2. For each considered direction, we compute the range,

$$\Delta K_\sigma(\vartheta) = K_{\sigma,\max}(\vartheta) - K_{\sigma,\min}(\vartheta),$$

(3.9)
Box 3.1: Framework for prediction of crack growth direction using the MTSR criterion.

Fatigue crack growth rate

Prediction of fatigue crack growth rate using a SIF-based criterion may also be performed based on the model for load cycle evaluation outlined in Box 3.1. In case of the MTSR criterion, the range, \( \Delta K_\sigma(\varphi) \), may be used as the crack-driving force parameter in a Paris-type model for crack propagation,

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C (\Delta K_\sigma(\varphi))^m
\]

where \( a \) is the crack length, \( N \) is the number of load cycles and, \( C \) and \( m \) are material parameters. Equation (3.13) may then be used to assess correlation towards experimentally found fatigue crack growth rates, which provide a quantification of the suitability of the crack-driving force parameter from each criterion.

3.2.3 Prediction of fatigue crack growth with criteria based on energy and displacement measures

That fatigue crack growth takes place in small increments during loading is both intuitive as well as supported by experiments, see e.g. [65] and [66]. This can be contrasted to the standard approach for load cycle evaluation in the literature which is based on ranges over the load cycle of the quantities that are used for measuring the crack loading. In the general crack growth case, the computed range does not necessarily become fully effective at any instance during the evaluated load cycle. In this regard, a generic model for load cycle evaluation suitable for virtually any criterion is proposed in paper C [3]. Depending on the considered material, two types of load responses are considered:

1. “Viscous” response. Here, it is presumed that all steps of the load cycle may contribute to crack propagation. The contribution is related to the magnitude of the crack-driving force parameter at each step. The crack-driving force corresponding to a load cycle, \( \Delta a \), can then be expressed as

\[
\Delta a = \int A(t)\dot{e}(t) \, dt,
\]
where $t$ spans over the evaluated load cycle and $A(t)$ and $\dot{e}(t)$ are the instantaneous crack-driving force parameter and crack growth direction, respectively. The definitions of $A(t)$ and $\dot{e}(t)$ depend on the employed criterion.

2. “Rate-independent” response. Only the steps of the load cycle which result in loading of the crack are presumed to contribute to crack propagation. The contribution is presumed to relate to the magnitude of the crack-driving potential at each step. The crack-driving force during a load cycle, $\Delta a$, can then be expressed as

$$\Delta a = \int \langle d_t A(t) \rangle \dot{e}(t) \, dt,$$

where $\langle \bullet \rangle \overset{\text{def}}{=} 1/2(\bullet + |\bullet|)$ and $d_t \bullet$ denotes the time derivative.

The conceptual difference between the two types of evaluations is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

Accounting for Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), we may express the unit vector $\hat{e}_\varphi$ pertinent to the direction of propagation, $\varphi$, as

$$\hat{e}_\varphi = \frac{\Delta a}{|\Delta a|}.$$  

Figure 3.2: Steps of the load cycle that are presumed to contribute to crack propagation depending on the considered type of load response.

Remark 1. In the literature, the crack growth increment is commonly denoted by $\Delta a$. However, in this thesis, $\Delta a$ denotes the resulting crack-driving force from load cycle evaluation with the criteria (Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15)).

Crack growth rate

It is possible to extend the model for load cycle evaluation introduced in this section to also predict the fatigue crack growth rate. In this regard, the following scalar parameter
is considered,

\[
|\Delta a| = \begin{cases} 
\left| \int A(t) \dot{e}(t) \, dt \right|, & \text{("viscous")} \\
\left| \int \langle d_t A(t) \rangle \dot{e}(t) \, dt \right|, & \text{("rate-independent")}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.17)

This parameter may then be used for evaluation of the fatigue crack growth rate via a Paris-type model for crack propagation,

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C \left( |\Delta a| \right)^m,
\]

(3.18)

where \( C \) and \( m \) are material parameters for calibration.

### 3.3 Evaluation of mixed-mode fatigue crack growth direction criteria

#### 3.3.1 Framework for evaluation of criteria

In paper C [3], a framework for evaluation of mixed-mode crack growth direction criteria and comparisons towards fatigue crack growth experiments is developed. The framework is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.3. In short, mixed-mode fatigue crack growth experiments from the literature with well-defined crack paths are identified, as in the case of the experiment on a Compact Tension–Shear (CTS) specimen in [67], see Fig. 3.3a. The full crack path documented in each experiment (see Fig. 3.3b) is digitized via image processing [68]. An FE-model of the experiment is developed and the full crack path is embedded in the FE-mesh, see Fig. 3.3c. Simulations of the experiment are performed at chosen instances of the crack propagation. The corresponding crack length at a chosen instance is realized via enforcement of crack-face constraints at the dormant part of the crack. Based on resolved fields from the simulations, load cycle evaluations with the five crack growth direction criteria outlined in Section 3.2.1 are performed and predictions from the criteria are compared to the experimentally found crack path, see Fig. 3.3d.

The framework outlined in this section is henceforth implemented on two experiments featuring tensile-mode growth (Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) and stable shear-mode growth under rolling contact conditions (Section 3.3.4). Evaluation of the criteria on these experiments and three more experiments featuring tensile-mode growth, stable shear-mode growth and shear-mode growth followed by crack-kinking to tensile-mode growth is performed in paper C [3]. Towards the last examined experiment, the effect of most complicating factors present in an RCF crack growth setting are included.

Of the evaluated criteria, the MTS, MSS and MSED criteria are based on SIFs. Load cycle evaluations with these SIF-based criteria are performed using the approach described in Section 3.2.2. In the following, the SIF-based criteria are abbreviated as MTSR, MSSR and MESEDR, where “R” denotes the range. Furthermore, the CF and VCTD criteria are also evaluated, using the generic model outlined in Section 3.2.3. All criteria and load cycle evaluation models are described in detail in paper C [3].
3.3.2 Application of the framework for tensile-mode growth

Evaluation of the criteria for simulations of the tensile-mode fatigue crack growth experiment in [67] is reviewed here. The experiment is performed on a CTS specimen made of Q345R (former 16MnR) steel, see Fig. 3.4a. During crack propagation, the local propagation direction is denoted by \( \varphi \) and measured as the (counter-clockwise) direction from the \( x \)-axis. Pulsating load in two configurations is imposed. In the first configuration, the specimen is pulled along the \( y \)-axis by \( P_1 \), leading to the slightly inclined part of the full crack path, in some \( \varphi \approx -16^\circ \), see Fig. 3.4c. In the second configuration, the loading is inclined in \( \beta = 30^\circ \) from the \( y \)-axis (loads \( P_2 - P_2 \)), such that the part of the crack path with \( \varphi \approx 35^\circ \) is formed.

Linear elastic simulations of the experiment described above are performed at seven instances of the propagation of the crack depicted in Fig. 3.4c. Plane stress conditions are assumed, due to the small thickness of the specimen and the in-plane loading. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are set to, \( E = 210 \text{ [GPa]} \) and \( \nu = 0.31 \), respectively, in
accordance to the calibrated material parameters for Q345R steel provided in [67].

Based on resolved fields from the simulations, the fatigue crack growth criteria are evaluated and compared to the experimentally found crack growth directions in Fig. 3.5. Results for “rate-independent” evaluation are shown in the figure. The VCTD and CF criteria accurately capture the experimentally found directions throughout the entire crack propagation. An exception comprises the instance when the crack kinks due to the change in load configuration. At that instance, predictions from the MTSR and MSEDR criteria are better than the VCTD and CF criteria. The crack growth direction is captured satisfactorily by all the criteria except for the MSSR at the first part of the crack propagation (load configuration 1). The performance of the MTSR and MSEDR criteria deteriorates at the second part of the crack propagation (load configuration 2), due to the increase of the shear crack loading at this stage.

Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates

We consider again the experiment for tensile-mode crack growth depicted in Fig. 3.4. The frameworks for evaluation of the fatigue crack growth rate with the MTSR, CF, and VCTD criteria outlined in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are implemented on the rates measured in [67]. To this end, load cycle evaluations with the criteria have already been performed above for determination of the fatigue crack growth directions. Thereby, the corresponding crack-driving force parameters pertinent to Eqs. (3.13) and (3.18) have already been determined (see Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) and (3.15), respectively) and can readily be used in the Paris-type models for correlation against the experimental rates. Three correlation schemes are examined below:
Figure 3.5: Experimental and predicted crack growth directions for linear elastic material response of the CTS specimen experiment.

1. Two equations (i.e. two sets of parameters, $C$ and $m$) for each model defined by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.18) are fitted against the experiment; one equation for each load configuration applied in the experiment. The correlated and experimental rates are shown in Fig. 3.6a against the “true crack length”, $a$. The latter is measured along the crack path. The crack-driving force parameters from all the three criteria correlate exactly with the experiment at load configuration 1. At load configuration 2, correlation from the VCTD criterion is more accurate than the MTSR criterion at larger crack lengths. Excellent correlation against the rates from the experiment is obtained from the CF criterion. The VCTD and MTSR criteria over-predict the crack growth rate at the instance where the crack kinks due to the change in load configuration.

2. One equation for each model is fitted against the data from both load configurations of the experiment. The correlated and experimental rates are shown in Fig. 3.6b. In this case, the correlation at load configuration 1 is not as accurate as in the first correlation scheme, especially for the CF and VCTD criteria. The quality of the correlations at load configuration 2 is similar to the quality observed in the first scheme.

3. The Paris-type models are fitted against the experiment at load configuration 1. Based on the calibrated material parameters, the crack growth rates from each criterion are then predicted at load configuration 2. Results from the pertinent
scheme are depicted in Fig. 3.6c. The predicted rates become more accurate for increasing crack length. The reason is that as the crack grows away from the kink, a more stable tensile-mode growth is established. The loading then becomes similar to the near pure opening-mode growth in load configuration 1.

Figure 3.6: Correlation of crack growth rates predicted by the MTSR, CF and VCTD criteria towards experimentally found crack growth rates.
3.3.3 The effect of elastic–plastic material response on fatigue crack path predictions

The effect of elastic–plastic material response on the predictions from the VCTD criterion is reviewed here. Simulations of the tensile-mode fatigue crack growth experiment described in Section 3.3.2 were performed using a Jiang–Sehitoglu [69] kinematic hardening model featuring five backstresses. The model is defined in paper C [3] and the calibrated material parameters for Q345R were taken from [67]. At each studied instance of crack propagation, the simulations set off assuming a “virgin” material state, i.e. from a state where no prior loading was imposed on the specimen. That this assumption did not affect the corresponding predictions from the VCTD criterion is supported by the fact that, at each studied instance, shakedown was obtained in the evolution of $\delta_I$ and $\delta_{II}$ already within the first few load cycles. The shakedown resulted in rapid convergence over the load cycles of the predicted crack growth direction at each instance of the crack propagation to a constant value, close to the experimentally found direction.

The VCTD criterion was evaluated based on resolved fields from the elastic–plastic simulations. Predictions from the VCTD criterion for an elastic–plastic material response are compared towards the experimentally found directions and the corresponding predictions for a linear elastic material response in Fig. 3.7. The VCTD criterion accurately captures the crack growth direction throughout the whole fatigue life also in the case of elastic–plastic material response. As in the case of linear elasticity, the criterion cannot capture the crack-kinking angle related to the change in loading configuration. It may thus be concluded that for the examined (proportional load) case, linear elastic simulations seem to suffice for accurate prediction of the fatigue crack growth direction and that elastic–plastic simulations, although they result in good predictions, do not improve the accuracy of the predictions.

3.3.4 The effect of rolling contact conditions on fatigue crack path predictions

The effect of rolling contact conditions on the ability of the criteria to predict crack growth directions was examined in paper D [4], where the framework for evaluation of criteria (Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.3.1) was implemented on a twin-disc fatigue crack growth experiment [70]. The effective setting of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 3.8a. The applied pressure between the discs resulted in a maximum Hertzian contact pressure of some 1500 [MPa]. At first, 500 unlubricated cycles corresponding to a friction coefficient of some $\mu \approx 0.42$ were imposed. The full crack path documented in Fig. 3.8b emerged after the application of 31,054 lubricated cycles with $\mu \approx 0.04$. The resulting crack is inclined to some $\varphi \approx -20^\circ$, with $\varphi$ defined in Fig. 3.9.

Linear elastic plane strain simulations of the experiment described above were performed at four instances of the fatigue life of the crack depicted in Fig. 3.8b. The physical model of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3.9. A small coupon $b \times h$ of the rail disc was modeled. The coupon was large enough to prevent unwanted boundary effects. The wheel load on the rail disc was modeled as a moving Hertzian pressure distribution, $p_n(x)$, combined with a frictional load, $p_t(x) = \mu p_n(x)$, assuming full-slip conditions at the wheel–rail
contact patch. Owing to the presumption of elasticity, the model was subjected to one wheel load passage (corresponding to one rolling/sliding load cycle), which corresponds to some 30 placements of the contact load. The majority of the placements were allocated over the crack region, which is where the influence on the crack-tip fields is the largest.

The crack growth direction criteria were evaluated based on results from the simulations. Predictions from the criteria are compared to the experimentally found crack path in
Fig. 3.10. The shear-mode crack growth direction observed in the experiment is very satisfactorily captured by the MSSR and VCTD criteria. Good predictions are obtained from the CF criterion only at the first two evaluated instances. Crack-kinking to tensile-mode growth is incorrectly predicted by the MTSR and MSED criteria at all the evaluated instances\(^1\). The conclusions are in principle similar to those obtained from evaluation of the criteria on the stable shear-mode crack growth experiment studied in paper C [3]. That experiment featured a cruciform specimen with a centric notch and a pre-crack emanating from the notch, subjected to remote bi-axial stresses of much smaller magnitude than the compressive stresses present at the twin-disc test. That is, the primary compression that the crack is undergoing in the twin-disc experiment seems to impose only a small effect on predictions from the criteria.

3.4 Prediction of fatigue crack paths in rails

Based on the evaluation of the criteria proposed in papers C [3] and D [4], the Vector Crack-Tip Displacement (VCTD) criterion is used to quantify crack path directions in rails under realistic railway traffic, see paper E [5]. A 2D plane strain model of the rail together with an assumed Hertzian loading including fully developed slip were used for conducting a parametric study of the preferred crack growth directions under varying operational conditions. A crack inclined in 25\(^\circ\) from the rail surface was embedded in the model. The influence of wheel load, \(P\), amount of traction (represented by a friction coefficient, \(\mu_{WR}\), under the assumption of full-slip) and coefficient of friction at the crack-faces, \(\mu_{CF}\), were considered. The set of operational parameters that resulted in predicted directions with the best agreement towards the direction of the embedded crack was chosen as a reference case.

Predictions for the reference case and cases with varying operational parameters from the reference case are shown in Fig. 3.11. Results indicate \(\mu_{WR}\) as the most influential

\(^1\)Due to the macroscopically short crack length, the applicability of LEFM is questionable. Therefore, predictions from the SIF-based criteria should be considered with special caution in this experiment.
Figure 3.10: Experimental and predicted crack growth directions for linear elastic simulations of the twin-disc fatigue crack growth experiment.

Parameter on crack growth direction predictions, see Fig. 3.11a. An upwards crack-kinking is predicted for increasing $\mu_{WR}$. This was attributed to the combined effects of a large negative crack-tip displacement in shear-mode, $\delta_{II}$, for increasing $\mu_{WR}$ and simultaneous crack opening that allowed for such crack-kinking to take place. In contrast, crack-face friction was found the least influential parameter, see Fig. 3.11b. This was explained by the lack of contact between the crack-faces in the vicinity of the crack-tip at the instances of maximum and minimum $\delta_{II}$ over the load cycle.

Finally, the influence of global stresses in rails, stemming from bending of the rail, was investigated. Predictions for the reference case and a case with added global bending on top of the reference wheel load are depicted in Fig. 3.12. Addition of global bending resulted in prediction of significant downwards crack-kinking. The reason for this was the significant crack opening at the end of the considered bending/rolling contact load cycle that allowed for the positive $\delta_{II}$ to become effective causing the downwards crack-kinking.

3.5 Conclusions on fatigue crack path predictions

A set of fundamental issues were highlighted in Section 3.1 regarding the commonly employed criteria in the literature for prediction of the multi-axial fatigue crack path. It is fruitful to examine the extent to which the current study succeeded in addressing the pertinent issues:

1. Limited mixed-mode ratios can be handled by SIF-based criteria.
Varying $\mu_{WR}$, $P = 7.5$ [t] and $\mu_{CF} = 0.3$.

Varying $\mu_{CF}$, $P = 7.5$ [t] and $\mu_{WR} = 0.15$.

Figure 3.11: Predicted and observed crack growth directions without consideration of global stresses. Subscript “ref” denotes the reference RCF case, $P = 7.5$ [t], $\mu_{WR} = 0.15$ and $\mu_{CF} = 0.3$.

Figure 3.12: Predicted and observed crack growth directions with and without global stresses due to bending.

This was verified especially by the study of tensile-mode fatigue crack growth experiments in paper C [3], see also Section 3.3.2. More specifically, it was shown in Fig. 3.5 that the predictions from the MTSR and MSEDR criteria deteriorate at load configuration 2, where the shear crack loading is increased as compared to load configuration 1. On the contrary, the VCTD and CF criteria gave accurate crack path predictions throughout the whole crack growth life, i.e. irrespective of the effective mixed-mode ratio at the studied instances of the crack propagation. An issue that requires further investigation is the performance of the latter criteria at the instances when an abrupt change in load configuration takes place, a change that is enough to cause substantial kink to the crack. Possible remedies for this are proposed in Section 6.
2. Accounting for elastic–plastic deformations in relation to prediction of crack growth direction is not well-established.

The effect of elastic–plastic deformation on predictions from the criteria was examined in three experiments (two of them are shown here whereas the third is described in paper C [3]). The same principles behind the proposed generic model for load cycle evaluation with the criteria were employed (see Section 3.2.3), irrespective of material response. The main conclusion is that modeling the cyclic elastic–plastic material response does not improve the accuracy of the crack path predictions. More specifically, predictions by the VCTD criterion for elastic and elastic–plastic response were similar. Moreover, linear elastic simulations were sufficient for accurate prediction of the fatigue crack path using the VCTD criterion. For the CF criterion, the effect of elastic–plastic deformation is still unclear. From this investigation, it may be argued that more research is required in the formulation of a load cycle evaluation scheme and the establishment of an appropriate crack-driving force parameter in the elastic–plastic regime.

3. Lack of a generally accepted criterion under non-proportional loading.

Accurate predictions of the fatigue crack growth directions from the VCTD criterion were obtained from the evaluation of the criteria on three experiments featuring non-proportional loading in papers C [3] and D [4]. Load cycle evaluation with the VCTD criterion was based on the generic framework for load cycle evaluation outlined in Section 3.2.3. Thus, we consider the VCTD criterion combined with the proposed model for load cycle evaluation as good candidates for prediction of the fatigue crack path under non-proportional loading. Nevertheless, there are still related topics that require further investigation, as discussed in Section 6.

4. Lack of a universally applicable criterion for RCF crack growth.

Simulations of two experiments that essentially resemble the RCF crack growth were performed in paper C [3]. The experiments featured stable shear-mode and shear-mode growth followed by crack-kinking to tensile-mode growth. From evaluation of the criteria in these cases, it is concluded that the VCTD criterion accurately captures the shear- and tensile-mode growth as well as the transition between these. In addition, the rolling contact conditions in the twin-disc experiment described in Section 3.3.4 and paper D [4] had a rather small effect on the performance of the criterion. Thereby, the combination of the VCTD criterion and the generic model for load cycle evaluation proposed here are considered as strong candidates for capturing the RCF crack growth. To this end, more simulations of RCF crack growth experiments need to be performed, as detailed in Section 6.
4 Finite element software development and utilization of existing software

Finite element analyses have been performed in all the appended papers of the thesis. Below is the complete list of software used for the computations:

- Preprocessing:
  - The geometries of the specimens modeled in papers B [2], C [3] and D [4] were designed in the 2D design and drafting software, Draftsight [71].
  - Image processing (e.g. of the full crack path documented in each experiment in papers C [3] and D [4]) was performed by WebPlotDigitizer [68].
  - Meshing of model geometries was performed in Abaqus [46].
  - The FE-matrices from the Abaqus mesh were imported into Matlab by an in-house developed interface code, AbaqusMesh2Matlab [72].

- Finite element analyses in paper A [1] were performed in Abaqus [46].

- Finite element analyses in papers B [2], C [3], D [4] and E [5] were performed in FE4E, an in-house functional programming code for non-linear finite element analysis written in Matlab.

- Postprocessing was performed with FE4E.
5 Summary of appended papers

5.1 Paper A: A numerical investigation of elastoplastic deformation of cracks in tubular specimens subjected to combined torsional and axial loading

A numerical investigation is performed on pre-cracked tubular specimens under combined alternating and/or static axial and torsional loading in various load configurations. The elastic–plastic deformation of the crack-faces is quantified via crack-tip displacements. The ranges of the crack-tip displacements over each load cycle effectively serve as indicators of the severity of the fatigue crack loading. Identified ratcheting effects in crack-tip displacements are linked to crack blunting, while shakedown effects indicate the build-up of residual stresses. Obtained numerical results are linked to experimental trends found in the literature. Most notably, it is shown that it is possible to correlate described trends with the evolution of the ranges of the crack-tip displacements obtained from the simulations.

5.2 Paper B: On configurational forces for gradient-enhanced inelasticity

Configurational (or material) forces are computed within a gradient-enhanced constitutive theory, based on a mixed variational formulation. The mixed formulation includes the displacements combined with a stress measure that is energy conjugated to the spatial gradient of the internal variables. An internal length measure is used as a regularization parameter.

The mesh sensitivity of the energy release rates pertinent to the computed configurational forces is examined for the case of a smooth interface and a discrete singularity. Results show that the proposed gradient-enhanced mixed formulation provides sufficient regularity for the computation of configurational forces. Furthermore, the behaviour of the gradient-enhanced model for vanishing internal length is investigated. The study concludes that the choice of boundary conditions pertinent to the gradient-enhanced formulation has a significant influence on the computed rates for vanishing internal length in the case of the smooth interface. In contrast, little effect is observed for the case of a discrete singularity. The relative error of convergence of the material dissipation part of the total energy release rate is shown to decrease quadratically (or higher) with respect to the ratio of the internal length to the characteristic element size.
5.3 Paper C: Evaluation of crack growth direction criteria on mixed-mode fatigue crack growth experiments

Crack growth direction criteria are evaluated for four mixed-mode fatigue crack growth experiments from the literature. The evaluation is based on numerical simulations of the experiments at different instances of the crack propagation. At each studied instance, load cycle evaluations featuring the different criteria are performed. To this end, a generic model for load cycle evaluation is proposed and implemented. The simulated experiments feature tensile-mode growth, stable shear-mode growth and shear-mode growth followed by crack-kinking to tensile-mode growth.

Of the evaluated criteria, the configurational force and vector crack-tip displacement criteria accurately predict the tensile-mode growth throughout the whole crack propagation. An exception to this is the predictions from these criteria at the instances where an abrupt change in load configuration is applied, which is enough to cause substantial kinking of the current crack growth direction. Predictions from criteria based on stress intensity factors are superior at these instances. However, it is shown that SIF-based criteria can only handle moderate shear crack loading (or pure shear-driven growth).

5.4 Paper D: Evaluation of mixed-mode crack growth criteria under rolling contact conditions

The performance of several mixed-mode crack growth direction criteria from the literature is investigated under rolling contact conditions. In this regard, linear elastic simulations of a twin-disc fatigue crack growth experiment from the literature are performed at different instances of the crack propagation. A two-dimensional FE-model of the rail disc is developed in plane strain. The wheel disc loading is modeled by moving Hertzian and frictional contact loads. Full-slip conditions are adopted.

Based on resolved fields from the simulations, load cycle evaluations featuring the crack growth direction criteria are performed. The previously developed generic model for load cycle evaluation is employed. Of the evaluated criteria, the vector crack-tip displacement and maximum shear stress range criteria very satisfactorily predict the shear-mode growth documented in the experiment. The configurational force criterion performs satisfactorily at shorter crack lengths. Criteria based on tensile-mode stress intensity factors such as the maximum tangential stress range and minimum strain energy density range criteria incorrectly predict crack-kinking to tensile-mode growth at all the evaluated instances of the crack propagation.
5.5 Paper E: Evaluation of rolling contact fatigue crack growth directions in rails under varying operational conditions

The effect of different operational conditions on rolling contact fatigue (RCF) crack growth direction is investigated numerically. Predicted crack growth directions are compared for pertinent wheel–rail contact conditions. The investigation is performed via a representative plane strain Finite Element (FE) model. A plate representing the rail is considered and the three-dimensional load from the wheel is appropriately transformed into a two-dimensional pressure and frictional load moving on top of the plate. A fatigue crack is embedded in the FE-mesh at an angle and until a depth which are representative of an initiated RCF crack in a rail. The studied operational scenarios feature variations in wheel load, wheel–rail friction and crack-face friction, and addition of longitudinal stresses in the rail due to bending and/or a temperature variation. Simulations are performed under the predefined scenarios at different instances of the fatigue life of the embedded crack. The resulting resolved fields are used for evaluation of the vector crack-tip displacement criterion. Results indicate wheel–rail friction coefficient as the most influential parameter on predicted crack growth directions. Crack-face friction was found the least influential parameter, due to lack of contact in the vicinity of the crack-tip at the instances of maximum and minimum shear crack-tip displacements over the load cycle.
6 Concluding remarks and future work

The effect of elastic–plastic deformation on crack loading is examined in papers A [1] and B [2]. In view of the numerical difficulties associated with the computation of configurational forces for local inelasticity, a gradient-enhanced mixed variational formulation is proposed in paper B [2] and configurational forces are computed based on this formulation. The suitability of the ranges of crack-tip displacements as quantities for measuring fatigue crack loading is investigated in paper A [1]. For this purpose, elastic–plastic simulations on pre-cracked tubular specimens are performed under various combinations of torsional and axial loading. Numerical procedures for prediction of the fatigue crack paths under multi-axial loading are developed in paper C [3]. The procedures are used for the evaluation of crack growth direction criteria based on simulations of mixed-mode fatigue crack growth experiments from the literature. The ability to predict crack growth directions under rolling contact conditions is studied in papers D [4] and E [4].

As regards prediction of the fatigue crack path, the configurational force and Vector Crack-Tip Displacement (VCTD) criteria yielded accurate predictions of the tensile-mode growth. An exception was the prediction of crack-kinking caused by a (drastic) instantaneous change in the applied load configuration, see Section 3.3.2. Due to the fact that crack-kinking may take place gradually, the way to define and measure the crack-kinking angle is not always straightforward. Nevertheless, a more focused spatial discretization at the part of the crack path where crack-kinking takes place and refined simulation of the experiments at instances of the crack propagation that kinking takes place may be a remedy towards improved prediction also of crack-kinking angles.

Furthermore, accurate predictions also of the shear-mode growth as well as the transition to and the subsequent tensile-mode growth were obtained from the VCTD criterion, see paper C [3]. Good predictions from the VCTD criterion were also obtained in simulations of a twin-disc experiment featuring shear-mode growth in paper D [4]. Despite the satisfactory predictions, RCF cracks in rails exhibit characteristics that were not present either in the studied experiments or in the numerical simulations or both. Multiple cracks with branches and non-planar crack propagation are examples. These are currently not captured by the proposed framework and need to be properly included in RCF crack path predictive models.

In addition, RCF cracks in rails propagate under primary compression. This magnifies the effect of crack-face friction. Accounting for the fact that friction-less contact between the crack-faces has been assumed throughout the initial work in this thesis, the effect of crack-face friction in all aspects of the work in this thesis should be revisited. A first attempt in this respect is presented in paper E [5]. As regards elastic–plastic deformation of cracks, crack-face friction is expected to reduce the crack-tip displacement in shear-modes. For a more pronounced effect, simulations on thick-walled members under the action of torsion combined with primary compression should preferably be considered. From a computational point of view, loaded crack-faces result in a contribution from the boundaries to the total configurational force [34]. For the gradient-enhanced mixed formulation proposed in paper B [2], it is interesting to investigate whether the presence of friction allows for computable energy release rates from projections of the internal and
boundary parts of the configurational force with mesh-refinement.

Fatigue crack growth is also affected by the cyclic elastic–plastic material response. In paper C [3], predictions from the linear elastic simulations provided results better than the ones obtained from elastic–plastic simulations. In general, linear elastic simulations seem to suffice to get accurate predictions from the VCTD criterion in papers C [3] and D [4]. In this regard, it may be argued that more research is required in the formulation of a model for load cycle evaluation in the presence of elastic–plastic deformations. In addition, there exist few constitutive models in the literature that are both thermodynamically consistent and able to capture the cyclic elastic–plastic material response of standard (rail) steel. The Chaboche [73] model adopted in paper C [3] is one example of a constitutive model that, in theory, possesses both of the aforementioned properties. However, calibration of the model parameters for standard rail steel in the literature does not fit well even against uniaxial stress experiments, see e.g. [74]. To the author’s opinion, satisfactory calibration of the Chaboche model on standard rail steel is possible, provided that a proper strategy is adopted for setting the initial guess of the material parameters in the pertinent optimization problem, see paper C [3]. To this end, derivation, efficient/stable numerical solution and calibration of constitutive models that are both thermodynamically consistent as well as able to capture the cyclic elastic–plastic material response of railway steel will allow for more accurate elastic–plastic simulations and the evaluation of criteria based also on configurational forces.

Finally, in order for a framework for 2D fatigue crack growth prediction to claim completeness, both the rate and direction of growth should be predicted. Thereby, the proposed framework in paper C [3] should be extended towards prediction also of crack growth rates. Such an extension may be performed based on scalar quantities that are readily available from load cycle evaluation for prediction of the fatigue crack growth direction, as described in Section 3.2.3. A proposed procedure and a basic preliminary result was presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, even if the developed framework for evaluation of criteria pin-points towards criteria capable of capturing both fatigue crack growth direction and rate, fatigue crack growth simulations free of any bias (such as the predefined crack paths used in this thesis) require a robust computational framework. To achieve this, there is room for improvement. To-date there is for example no consensus on how the mapping of e.g. the internal variables at the integration points from the “current” to the updated mesh should be performed when loading of the crack in the current mesh exceeds the threshold value for crack propagation measured by a given criterion.
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